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Fisheries

Researchers: AI video surveys increase
e�ciency in �sheries assessments

13 April 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Paper: AI helps provide timely data for �shery assessments
and guidance for �shery managers

Arti�cial intelligence and machine-learning technologies have great potential in video �sheries surveys,
a new collaborative research paper has determined.

Published in a special issue of Frontiers in Marine Science, the paper
(https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2023.1150651/full) says that video surveys, which
have increased in importance to the U.S. federal �sheries agency NOAA Fisheries, require a lengthy
manual process, which is a bottleneck to providing timely guidance to �shery managers.

Combining one year of sampling from the Gulf Fishery Independent Survey of Habitat and Ecosystem
Resources video surveys results in approximately 2,000 camera deployments, 1,000 hours of footage,
and around 30 terabytes of data. It typically takes a full year of manual video analysis (identifying and
enumerating species) to turn the video collections into usable data for assessing �sh.

NOAA’s Southeast Fisheries Science Center has been conducting video surveys in the Gulf of Mexico for
more than 30 years. The paper looks at how AI and machine learning can increase e�ciency for
operations of two �shery-independent surveys led by the Southeast Fisheries Science Center.

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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(https://events.seafoodfromscotland.org/)

The agency partnered with Mississippi State University-Northern Gulf Institute and Kitware Inc. to
develop a process to automate the processing of videos collected in the Gulf of Mexico grouper and
snapper �sheries. The software system, Video Image Analytics for the Marine Environment (VIAME),
uses the videos and images to search for �sh, detect objects and �sh, track species movement,
enhance and annotate video, generate products quickly and become smarter with the collected data.

Arti�cial intelligence has great potential to create e�ciencies in processing video surveys, a research
team has determined. Photo courtesy of NOAA.

https://events.seafoodfromscotland.org/
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“This arti�cial intelligence software system will be a huge stepping stone for us in terms of timeliness
and e�ciency delivering analytical products from these critical surveys,” said Matthew Campbell, co-
author and co-lead of the project.

The project is making the software accessible to anyone who would like to access VIAME as an online
platform to test and build models, or for download and use on local computing. “Our team sticks to
evaluating �sh populations, so I hope by using this open source format that habitat scientists could
access the imagery and begin to create habitat labels to automate that component,” said Dr. Campbell.

The software received its original data from the available imagery from previously processed video
surveys and consisted of 600,000 individual annotations across 140 �sh species in the Gulf.

Read the full study.  (https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2023.1150651/full)
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Artificial intelligence is already helping
improve fisheries, but the trick is in
training the tech

Artificial intelligence is providing valuable data to fisheries, cutting costs
and the need for human review. Can the technology be perfected?
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